transfer/adaptation, role of technical assistance, relationship of individual's role to the agriculture development process, etc.

**Method:**

- A standard module for this component should be developed by a Title XII institution or individual for presentation at home institutions and campus Orientation Officers trained in its presentation

14. **Team Leader - Special Preparation**

**Content:**

Administration and management, if needed; contract administration; establish lines of authority and prerogatives in relation to other team members, campus, AID mission, host government institution; briefings in Washington on U.S. foreign policy, AID country strategy, mission and project backstopping personnel; etc.

**Method:**

- Team leader should be involved in all components of the program
- Spend a full week in AID/Washington in appropriate orientation modules and special briefings with appropriate AID and State officials as arranged by M/PM/TD/OT
- Early visit to the host country
- Extensive orientation by or arranged for by the USAID Mission